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Available for the On-Stage. 5 is that Kontakt,
part of the new KONTAKT 5 plug-in system,
brings a host of new features, new sounds
and MIDI controls. With 37 new filters and
features, four new studio effects, a "Trim
Levels" MIDI CC, live MIDI note and velocity
input, greater compression, the ability to
bounce through Audio Units inside
Instruments, and more, there's never been a
better time to get your hands on Kontakt 5.
So, what can you expect from the latest
incarnation of the award-winning VST and AU
plug-in? Let's take a look at what's new, and
why you'd want to consider Kontakt 5 for
your production. New Filters. VST or AU with
all features and all instruments and effects
included. Kontakt 5 has four new on-board
effects: the Chorus, a Multivibes EQ, a
Compressor, and a Multi-Layer Harmonic.
The Chorus adds reverb and a boost on the
midrange and treble, but the rest of the
effects are a little different than what you're
probably used to: You've come to expect
great sound from Native Instruments
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instruments, and the new Kontakt 5 plug-in
system is no exception. Kontakt 5 delivers
on that promise with 37 new filter types, four
new on-board effects, three new voices,
hundreds of new MIDI keystrokes and CCs,
live MIDI note and velocity input, a
redesigned console layout, and more.
Kontakt 5 is truly a major release. In addition
to delivering more filters, keyboards, sounds,
and features, it completely revamps the
Kontakt Console, bringing you new ways to
access and edit your instruments.
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effects are a little different than what you're
probably used to: You've come to expect

great sound from Native Instruments
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